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The strange sight of a concrete ship that was utilized for a breakwater at Kiptopeke State Park on
Chesapeake Bay. In the late 1940s, the Virginia Ferry Corporation moved their terminal from the

relatively safe harbor at Cape Charles to Kiptopeke, which was quite open to the weather. To
shield a new pier, it was decided to utilize some ships the government no longer

wanted. Hence, nine concrete ships were partially sunk with the top halves
exposed above the waterline. In two neat rows parallel to the shore,

these ghosts still perform a useful duty. SC

What tales could she tell? Of course, we mean the ship! The
rotting, rusting remains of this small coastal freighter were
located on a beach named Praia de Santiago on the coast of
Luanda, Angola, which is littered with similar nautical relics.
Currently, about three-dozen ships find this area home and
most look like they have been there for a very long time.  It
appears that locals periodically scrap some of the ships
when the spirits move them.

The collapse of communism saw the complete failure of numerous navies. Abandoned combat vessels filled ports and there
was little chance that the majority would once again ever take to sea. Some of the vessels became home to societal cast-offs
as well as hordes of rats. This abandoned submarine was photographed at Vlore, Albania, where it once had presumably
been the pride of the Albanian Navy.

With the increasing number of major storms, abandoned and
derelict vessels now pose an increasing threat to normal
shipping.  With active vessels in the background, this
unmarked derelict certainly can be seen as a threat.

The Aral Sea in Kazakhstan was virtually destroyed when Soviet-era farming drained most of the water. A number of ships
were left literally high and dry and simply remain today where the came to rest on what was once the bottom of the huge area
of water. Local camels quickly found that the abandoned ships offered excellent shade from the merciless sun.

These abandoned ships appear to be in an almost idyllic
setting, but reality is far different. The vessels where near
the huge Chernobyl nuclear powerplant when the facility
suffered its massive and infamous failure. Today, they are
too radioactive to approach.


